Dynamics of supported ultrathin molybdenum films
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Abstract. We consider expansion, break off, and flight of 10 nm molybdenum film deposited
onto glass support. These events are initiated by action of subpicosecond laser pulse onto film.
Approximations for two-temperature equation of state and electron–ion coupling parameter
are developed. Heat conduction is unimportant because film is ultrathin and because radius
of a laser beam is rather large ∼ 10 µm (thus lateral thermal spreading is insignificant at
the considered time scale). We use two-temperature one-dimensional hydrodynamic code to
follow evolution of laser induced flow. Additional code for treating transmission and reflection
of a monochromatic electromagnetic wave is developed. It is applied to describe interference
between transmitted and reflected waves in the layered structure appearing thanks to laser
induced expansion and separation of a film.

1. Introduction
Important direction in the physics of laser–matter interaction is connected with ultrashort laser
pulses (UsLP). There are three ranges of their fluences F : weak, moderate, and strong. The
range of moderate fluences begins around melting threshold Fm for bulk metal targets and
continues up to ∼ (102 –103 )Fm , see [1]. In absorbed fluences Fabs , the melting threshold Fabs |m
is of the order of few tens of mJ/cm2 for bulk metal targets. There are two subranges of high
fluences above the moderate range. They are below [2,3] and above [4–6] the relativistic intensity
∼ 1018 –1019 W/cm2 . At this intensity the quivering kinetic energy of electron oscillations in a
laser electromagnetic wave λ21 I18 ×90 keV becomes√of the order of the rest energy of electron while
amplitude of electron oscillations in vacuum λ21 I18 × 100 nm becomes larger than thickness

dskin = 10–20 nm of a skin-layer, here λ1 = λ/1 µm is wavelength of a wave, I18 = I/1018 W/cm2
is its intensity.
Below we consider the moderate range of the laser actions. With UsLP new physics of laser
ablation appears. This is the thermomechanical ablation. It differs qualitatively from previously
known ablation by subnanosecond and nanosecond pulses which are of the purely evaporative
origin. The first manifestation (1998, 1999) about the principal change of the origin comes from
observation of Newton rings rising their number with time [7–9]. Thermomechanical ablation
was also observed in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of laser heating of soft tissues [10].
Duration τL of UsLP is less than ∼ 1 ps. In this case we have to include into consideration
a finite time relaxation between electron and ion subsystems of a metal [11]. During UsLP the
laser energy is absorbed by electrons. Thus the electron subsystem becomes hotter than the ion
one: Te > Ti , where Te and Ti are electron and ion temperatures. This is the two-temperature
(2T) case important for UsLP. Thanks to electron–ion coupling the temperatures Te and Ti
equalize gradually [11, 12] during equilibration time teq . It should be mentioned that duration
of equilibration teq depends on thickness of a target df relative to thickness dT (dT > dskin ) of
a heat affected zone in a bulk target. For thick targets df > dT the electron temperature Te in
large extent drops down thanks to electron heat conduction from a skin dskin to a heat affected
zone dT ; dT > dskin . While for thin films df ≪ dT the conductive loses are insignificant, and
duration teq is longer, because only electron–ion coupling contributes to decrease of Te and to
drawing together the temperatures Te and Ti .
The first paper introduced the 2T states Te > Ti in laser irradiated condensed matter was
[11]. Significantly later on the laser systems based on chirped pulse amplification and generating
UsLPs appear [13] and the approach with 2T states becomes popular [1–3, 12, 14–20] because
people began to use action of UsLP onto targets while the 2T approach allows them to describe
results of laser–matter interaction. Experiments in the nineties operated with rather weak
UsLPs, thus electrons were overheated above lattice to a few thousand Kelvins and electron
energy per unit of volume and pressure were rather small. Later on more strong actions became
possible, they cause overheating to a few tens of kiloKelvins and may cause the thermomechanical
ablation.
Inclusion of electronic contribution to thermodynamics of condensed matter was proposed in
the fifties–sixties [21–26]:
f = fi + fe ,

(1)

where f , fi , and fe are free energies of whole system and its ionic and elecronic contributions.
This allows to develope the one-temperature (1T),
Te = Ti = T,

(2)

wide-range equations of states (EoS) for high temperatures where the electronic contribution
becomes significant thanks to excitation of electrons [27,28]. Let us mention that the paper [11]
breaks the condition (2) and separates independent temperatures. For low temperatures T in (2)
the electronic excitations are weak and the electronic addition fe in (1) to EoS is insignificant.
What temperatures are low in the sense that f ≈ fi ≪ fe ?
Critical temperatures Tc of metals, especially rarefactory metals, are rather high. Let us
show that at the temperatures ≈ Tc the contribution fe is important. Estimates based on Fermi
theory of free electrons show that
Pe = γTe2 /3,

ce = γTe ,

γ = γ0 (ne /ne0 )1/3 ,

(3)

here ce is a heat capacity of an electron subsystem per unit volume, ne = Zn is electron
concentration, n is atomic concentration, ne0 is electron concentration at solid state density. We
have
nc ≈ (1/3–1/4)n0 ,

Tc ≈ 104 K,

γ0 ∼ 100 J/m3 /K2 .

(4)

Using (3) and (4), supposing that the charge Z remains fixed during this range of expansions,
and taking Z = 1, we obtain the electron pressure at critical parameters Pe |c ≈ 2 GPa.
While critical temperature of Mo is 11.8 kK according to [29]. It is slightly higher than
the isotherm 104 K. Quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) simulations [29] give unusually large
degree of expansion ≈ 6.5 between critical and normal density points. Approximation (1)
together with Mie–Grüneisen approach implies that EoS may be split up into three contributions
f (ρ, Te , Ti ) = fs (ρ) + φi (ρ, Ti ) + φe (ρ, Te ).

(5)

Thus separation of temperatures Ti and Te essentially splits the Mie–Grüneisen thermal
contribution φ into electron and ion parts together with the cold (static) contribution (we
neglect zero-point vibrational functions in comparison with the static functions and thermal
exitations). The contributions φi (ρ, Ti ) and φe (ρ, Te ) may be approximately factorized into
density and temperature dependent factors. Thus electron and ion Grüneisen parameters Γe
and Γi appear.
Electron addition to pressure Pe has a thermal nature. It much weaklier depends on density
relative to cold pressure. Therefore pressure Pe remains significant at rather large (few times)
volume extensions, see (3), (4). Estimates (3), (4) give Pe |crit ≈ 2 GPa. This estimate are few
times larger than critical pressure Pc ≈ 0.7 GPa [29]. Negative ion pressures Pi (ρ, Ti ) < 0 are
necessary to decrease total pressure to Pc .
Values Pi (ρ, Ti ) < 0 are usual for metastable stretched states [30] and for physics of UsLP
with 2T states. Let us compare two phase coexistence boundaries (binodal, bin) for 1T (2) and
2T states:
ρbin−1T , Te = Tbin−1T , Ti = Tbin−1T ;
Te bin−2T > Tbin−1T .

ρbin−2T , Te bin−2T , Ti bin−2T = Tbin−1T ;

(6)

Additional excitation of electrons rises their positive pressure which additionally expands ion
subsystem in equilibrium conditions where total pressure is small. Therefore the 2T coexistence
boundary (6) is shifted to smaller densities
ρbin−2T < ρbin−1T
relative to the 1T coexistence boundary at the same ion temperature Ti = Tbin−1T and elevated
electron temperatures Te bin−2T > Tbin−1T [31–35], see also figures 18–22 in [36]. Equilibrium
2T states which can contact with saturated vapor disappear for electron temperatures higher
than 20–25 kK at the any (even low Ti = 0) ion temperatures for all studied metals from Ni
and Ta to Au and Cu [31–34, 36]. This corresponds to the near critical region of 2T EoS. Metal
transfers to the supercritical 2T fluid state above (that is at higher temperatures) this region.
Difference between liquid and vapor eliminates in the supercritical 2T states. It is supposed
that atoms transit from condensed to vapor states keeping their degree of electron excitation
during 2T evaporation. Problem of 2T saturated vapor needs special discussion.
In this paper, the Mie–Grüneisen two-temperature approach is applied for describing of twotemperature thermodynamical characteristics of molybdenum in the process of its ablation under
the action of femtosecond laser pulses. Molybdenum is the essential constructive element of the
pump–probe laser optical schemes. It refers to metals with a high melting point. In this
work we consider a thin molybdenum film (10 nm thickness) deposited on a glass substrate
(of 500 µm thickness). This design is a target for the femtosecond laser impulse within the
pump–probe scheme. Infrared probe pulse has a light wave length 1053 nm while the wave
length of the probe pulse is 527 nm. We are interesting in a interference pattern produced
by the probe pulse during the process of ablation after the action of the pump pulse. If we
consider this interference in the small vicinity of the center of laser spot on the target, the
ablation pattern with the sufficient accuracy can be represented as one-dimensional. This onedimensional ablative motion of a target matter we investigate with the use of a hydrodynamical

code. This code calculates parameters of the moving matter by the use of its two-temperature
thermodynamics and two-temperature kinetics. State of the ablative matter, distribution of its
velocity, density, temperature defines the interference picture produced by the probe pulse. We
calculate the temporal evolution of this interference picture on the multilayer ablative formation.
2. Thermodynamic functions of molybdenum
We shall consider thermodynamic functions of molybdenum in the framework of Mie–Grüneisen
approach. In the two-temperature state with the temperatures of ions Ti and the temperature
of electrons Te internal energy will be presented as a sum
E(x, Ti , Te ) = Ei (x, Ti ) + Ee (x, Te ),
where its ionic part
Ei (x, Ti ) = Es (x) + ET (x, Ti )
consists of the static energy Es (x) and the thermal part ET (x, Ti ). Here we have inroduced
the relative density of the material x = ρ/ρ0 , where ρ0 is the density at zero temperature
and pressure. According to our calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT), it
corresponds to the volume per atom v0 = 105.47a3B (aB is the Bohr radius). Electronic part
Ee (x, Te ) describes the contribution of the excited electrons into the internal energy.
The static energy is chosen in the form consisting of the repulsive part at the small values of
x and interaction at large x and as a quantity per atom is

 a
xb
x
−
Es (x) = A
a
b
with a > b. And the thermal part of the ionic energy (per atom) is simply
ET (x, Ti ) = 3kB Ti
with kB being the Boltzmann constant and both the ion as the electron temperature to be
measured in K.
Another thermodynamic function important at the hydrodynamics research of the laser
ablation of materials is the pressure which within the same approach is
P (x, Ti , Te ) = Pi (x, Ti ) + Pe (x, Te )
with the ionic part
Pi (x, Ti ) = Ps (x) + PT (x, Ti ).
Here
A
x(xa − xb )
v0
is the static pressure, and
Ps (x) =

PT (x, Ti ) =

(7)

3kB Ti
xG(x)
v0

is the thermal part of pressure. Grüneisen parameter G(x) of the solid phase of metal
is G(x) = d ln θ/d ln x with θ(x) being the Debye temperature. The Debye temperature
θ = ~s(x)kD (x)/kB , where s(x) and kD (x) are the sound speed and Debye wave number. Taking
into account that kD ∝ x1/3 and
s
r
q
∂Ps
∂Ps
∝
∝ (a + 1)xa − (b + 1)xb ,
s(x) ∝
∂ρ
∂x

we obtain
1 1 a(a + 1)xa − b(b + 1)xb
+
.
3 2 (a + 1)xa − (b + 1)xb
To avoid divergence of this expression at small x we change it to a close expression [37]
G(x) = d ln θ/d ln x =

(8)

5 2a(b + 1) + (a − b)(a − 1)xa+1
+
.
(9)
6
2(b + 1 + (a − b)xa+1 )
Functions (8) and (9) have equal values and equal values of their derivatives at x = 1.
The electron contribution to the internal energy and pressure Ee (x, Te ) and Pe (x, Te ) was
calculated in the VASP program of the density functional method as the difference between the
values of energy and pressure at electron temperature Te and at a low electron temperature. The
results of these calculations for the electron internal energy per unit volume can be approximated
in the form of expression
p
Ee (x, Te ) = ee1 x5/3 ( τ 2 + τe2 − τe ).
G(x) =

Here we have introduced dimensionless variable τ = Te /(Ta6 x2/3 ) (electron temperature Te is
measured in K), Ta6 = 6Ta1 , Ta1 = 11605 K, ee1 = 244.9 GPa, τe = 0.1508. Accordingly
elecronic part of pressure can be approximated as
q
5/3
Pe (x, Te ) = pe1 x ( τ 2 + τp2 − τp )

with pe1 = 235.1 GPa, τp = 0.08507.
From the expression (7) for the static pressure the minimal static pressure −pm can be found.
Minimumal value of the pressure (7) takes place at the compression
b + 1 1
a−b
xm =
a+1
and is equal to

 1
A
(b + 1)b+1 a−b
.
−pm = (b − a)
v0
(a + 1)a+1
Then the parameter A can be expressed through the pm value:
 1

pm v0 (a + 1)a+1 a−b
A=
.
(10)
a − b (b + 1)b+1
Our DFT calculations consistent with other data [38, 39] give pm = 40 GPa. With the help of
(10) there are only two free parameters—a and b for the ionic part of energy and pressure. They
were calculated to reproduce the zero pressure isobar obtained by the use of quantum molecular
dynamics in [29]. Considering the zero pressure isobar, we have P = Pi + Pe = 0. Substituting
here expressions for the ionic and electronic parts of pressure, in the equilibrium state with the
temperature T = Ti = Te we obtain
s
 k T 2
3k
T
A
B
B
+ τp2 − τp ) = 0.
(11)
x(xa − xb ) +
xG(x) + p1 x5/3 (
v0
v0
Ta6 x2/3
By introducing the notations
A
w1 = x(xa − xb ),
v0
3
w2 = ,
v0
w3 = p1 x5/3 ,
 1 2
,
w4 =
Ta6 x2/3
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Figure 1. Zero isobar of molybdenum obtained by the use of the equation (12) (solid line) in
comparison with the zero isobar from the work [29] (circles).
we obtain from the equation (11) for the dependence of the temperature T on the compression
x for the zero pressure isobar
kB T =

w2 (w3 b1 − w1 ) − [w22 (w3 b1 − w1 )2 + w1 (w22 − w32 w4 )(2w3 b1 − w1 )]1/2
.
w22 − w32 w4

(12)

From the comparison with the zero pressure isobar obtained in [29] we find values a and b:
a = 1.376,

b = 0.176.

Then A = 0.556 eV from (10). Zero pressure isobar as the dependence of the temperature T
on the compression x is presented in figure 1. In figure 2 the Grüneisen parameter (9) with the
parameters a and b found is shown together with that one calculated in [40]. In figure 3 several
isotherms close to the critical isotherm are drawn. Critical parameters corresponds to
xc = 0.126 (ρc = 1.3 g/cm3 ),

Tc = 12 550 K,

Pc = 1.3 GPa.

In figure 4, some isotherms near the zero-K isotherm are presented. The internal energy and
the pressure presented were used in the hydrodynamic code to investigate the ablation motion
of a thin (10 nm thickness) molybdenum film on the glass substrate (glass thickness is 500 µm).
3. Interference phenomena in the ablation of molybdenum film on the glass
When the thin molybdenum film placed on the glass undergoes an ultrashort laser pulse, it breaks
down at sufficient irradiation fluence. Detached part of the film moves away from that remaining
on the substrate with the velocity uf while heated and pressurized film on a glass generates the
shock wave propagating into the glass with the velocity us . In addition the remainder of the
film, initially lying on the glass, begins to separate away from the substrate. This multilayer
distribution of a matter creates the interference pattern in the form of Newton rings when the
probe laser pulse is exposed to both the metal film side as well as to the glass side. We consider
the interference phenomena in the framework of Fresnel theory. Acording to the experimental
conditions we consider only the light incidence in the direction, normal to the metal surface. So
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Figure 2. Grüneisen parameter of molybdenum (9) in dependence on the compression x. Circles
are the results obtained in [40].
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Figure 3. Isotherms of molybdenum close to its critical isotherm (red line). Temperatures at
isotherms down up are T = 12 350, 12 450, 12 550, 12 650 and 12 750 K.
the difference between S- and P-polarization of light disappears. For definiteness we consider
P-polarization, when the magnetic field vector is perpendicular to the plane of the light of
incidence. Vacuum wave length is equal to λ = 527 nm. Boundary conditions for the electric
and magnetic field strength then connect the magnetic field strength in two optical media. We
designate in j-layer Ht (j) the magnetic field in the wave propagating in the direction of the
incident wave and Hr (j) in the reflected wave, propagating in the opposite direction. When
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Figure 4. Isotherms of molybdenum at low temperatures. Temperatures down up are 0, 2000,
5000, 7000 and 10 000 K.
optical media j and j + 1 border with each other, then the magnetic field in the medium j + 1
is expressed through the magnetic field in the medium j as

where

Ht (j + 1) = btt (j − 1, j)Ht (j) + btr (j − 1, j)Hr (j),

(13)

Hr (j + 1) = brt (j − 1, j)Ht (j) + brr (j − 1, j)Hr (j),

(14)

1
1+
2
1
1−
btr (j − 1, j) =
2
1
brt (j − 1, j) =
1−
2
1
1+
brr (j − 1, j) =
2

btt (j − 1, j) =

εj

kj 
exp[i(kj+1 − kj )Lj,j+1 ],
εj+1 kj+1
εj kj 
exp[−i(kj+1 + kj )Lj,j+1 ],
εj+1 kj+1
εj kj 
exp[i(kj+1 + kj )Lj,j+1 ],
εj+1 kj+1
εj kj 
exp[−i(kj+1 − kj )Lj,j+1 ].
εj+1 kj+1

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

In expressions (15)–(18) εj = ε1 (j) + iε2 (j) is a complex dielectric permittivity of the medium
j, and kj = k1j + ik2j is a complex wave number.
sp
ε21 (j) + ε22 (j) + ε1 (j)
k1j = k0
,
2
sp
ε21 (j) + ε22 (j) − ε1 (j)
.
k2j = k0
2
Also k0 = 2π/λ is the vacuum wave number, and Lj,j+1 is the position of the center of a
boundary between j and j + 1 layers. Begining from the last of N layers, where Ht (jN ) = 1,
Hr (jN ) = 0, we can iterate equations (13), (14) to obtain the incident and reflected waves in the
medium 1.

Figure 5. The temporal evolution of temperature distribution in the molybdenum film in the
process of its ablation.
Dynamics of the molybdenum film on a glass being ablated under the action of femtosecond
laser pulse provides us seven layers over a time interval of about 300 ps. According to the scheme
of experiment the probe pulse is devided onto two components. One of them hits a target from
its metal part, and the second one acts on the glass side. When considering the reflection of
the probe pulse acting onto the metal film, the layers 1–8 are vacuum, detached part of film,
vaporized cavity, crater film, cavity between crater film and glass, glass after shock, glass before
shock, vacuum. In this case we are interesting in the temporal evolution of reflectivity
R(t) =

Hr (1) 2
.
Ht (1)

For the second component of a probe pulse hitting a glass we shall consider its transmission
through the arising multilayer structure 1–8 with layers in this case being vacuum, glass before
shock, glass after shock, cavity between glass and crater film, crater film, vaporized cavity,
detached part of film, vacuum. Transmission in dependence on time is
r
1 2 ε1
D(t) =
.
Ht (1)
ε7

Application of Lagrangian hydrodynamic code together with thermodynamic and kinetic
characteristics of the film material makes it possible to obtain the parameters of the state at
various points of the film during its motion. Temporal evolution of the ion temperature and its
distribution in thin molybdenum film after the action of femtosecond laser pulse of t0 = 402.4 fs
duration with the value of the absorbed fluence 26.4 mJ/cm2 is presented in figure 5. Duration t0
corresponds to the Gaussian in time profile of impulse intensity, proportional to exp(−(t/t0 )2 ).
In the time interval shown, the electron and ion temperatures are practically equalized.
Because of thin film under consideration we can assume that the heating of the film is uniform
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Figure 6. Electron and ion temperatures in the center of molybdenum film at an early stage
of its ablation.
in its thickness. The process of equalizing the electron and ion temperatures in the central part
of the film is shown in figure 6.
Cooling of the ionic system is associated with the expansion of the film. Since the ion pressure
is greater, the cooling of the ion subsystem during expansion is more noticeable, and the cooling
of the electronic subsystem is mainly determined by heat exchange with the ionic subsystem.
The density profile and its temporal evolution with a clearly visible detached part of the
target is shown in figure 7.
Free surface of the film is initially at x = 0 and the boundary between the film and glass is
at x = −10 nm. Because of the difference in these two boundaries of the film, the asymmetry
of their behavior with time arises leading to the relatively small thickness of the detached
layer of film. We have taken the next parameters of the target material. According to our
hydrodynamical calculations the detached part of the film is about 2.4 nm and moves at the
velocity uf = 1.0 km/s at the pump laser irradiation fluence 26.4 mJ/cm2 under consideration.
To calculate evolution of reflectivity and arising pattern of Newton rings in connection with
experiments complex refractive index of this part of molybdennum film was taken 2.4 + 0.1i,
while for the vaporized cavity between the spalled part and the rest of the film is simply equal to
1. When the rest part of the film adjacent to the glass, in turn tears of from the glass, it moves
at a speed of 0.14 km/s. It can be represented as consisting of two different parts: one, adjacent
to the vapour cavity, having the thickness 2 nm with the same refractive index 2.4 + 0.1i and the
other part, of the thickness 9.1 nm, having the refractive index of about 5.1 + 3.7i. The shock
wave propagates into the glass with the speed us = 5.8 km/s. The cavity between the upper
subfilm and the bottom subfilm has refractive index equal 1 as well as the cavity between the
bottom subfilm and the glass.
Temporal evolution of the reflectivity and transmission at the center of the laser spot are
shown in figures 8 and 9. Together with the experimentally measured change of reflectivity and
transmission in time this makes it possible to monitor the optical constants of the film matter
during the ablation process. Reflectivity and transmission when taking into account the shock
wave in a glass is presented in figures 10 and 11. The essential difference between figures 8 and

Figure 7. The density profile of the molybdenum target with the separated part.
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Figure 8. The temporal evolution of reflectivity at the ablation of thin molybdenum film
exposed on the glass substrate. Probe laser pulse with the light wave 527 nm acts on the metal
side of a target.
10 as well as between 9 and 11 shows the possibility of the shockwave monitoring during the
pump–probe experiment.
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Figure 9. The dependence of transmission on time in the process of the ablation of molybdenum
film on the glass. Probe laser pulse acts onto a target from its glass side.
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Figure 10. The evolution of reflectivity of probe laser pulse in time from the thin molybdenum
film exposed on the glass substrate after the action of pump pulse. Shock wave propagating into
the glass is taken into account. Probe laser pulse acts onto the metal side of a target.
4. Comparison with experiment
Experimental measurements of evolution of the Newton rings were made using technique
described in paper [41]. Comparison of these measurements with simulated evolution is shown
in figure 12. In experiment initial thickness of a Mo film was 10 nm, incident fluence was
Finc = 77 mJ/cm2 , duration of pulse was 0.4 ps.
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Figure 11. Transmission in dependence on time during the ablation of molybdenum film on
the glass. Shock wave in a glass makes a contribution to the transmission. Probe laser pulse
acts onto a glass side of a target.
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Figure 12. Comparison of calculations (green curve) and experiment (black curve), see text
for explanations. The pulse is short, its duration is 0.4 ps. Its maximum is placed at the instant
t = 0 at the time axis. The short parts before the instant t = 0 relates to the unperturbed
situation. In this situation a reflective index R shown at the vertical axis is ≈ 0.4. Pulse is
short, as was said, it sharply changes optical parameters of a film. The jump near the point
t = 0 corresponds to transition to 2T state. 2T stage lasts few picoseconds, see figure 6.
Additional efforts are necessary to adjust calculated 2T jump to the observation. We have to
mention that the visibility of interference picture is rather low.
In calculation parameters were initial thickness of a Mo film was 10 nm, absorbed energy was
Fabs = 26.4 mJ/cm2 , reflection coefficient for 10 nm Mo film placed above thick glass substrate is

0.413, reflection coefficient from a thick Mo film is 0.577. A film absorbs part of incident energy.
Another part reflects back into vacuum and there is also a part which transits into glass. Pulse
duration was the same as in experiment.
Simulation of the film ablation (see figures 5 and 7) show that a film divides into two subfilms.
The upper one in figure 7 is thinner than the subfilm contacting with the glass substrate
below.Velocity of the upper subfilm approximately corresponds to experimental velocities. Both
subfilms have reduced densities in comparison with the initial density of the film and are
significantly heated. Therefore their optical parameters differ from those in normal conditions.
Figure 12 shows that the using of optical constants given above, for the resulting multilayer
structure, makes it possible to obtain satisfactory agreement between the experimental and
theoretical results.
5. Conclusion
We have considered the behaviour of the thin molybdenum film on a glass substrate after the
action of femtosecond laser pulse. The subjects of our study are two-temperature thermodynamic
functions of molybdenum, dynamics of the ablation of the film and the optical response to the
action of probe laser radiation. Presented model makes it possible to investigate all aspects of
this problem.
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